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This Is, OUR Year

HAPPY THANKSGIVING!

This. Is HIS Day
Welcome DadI

Thirty-on- e

Til

More Days
Christmas
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Darren welcomes jou aeeiiers
And Hesitant Frosh In lieu Office
Career counselling is the word now that Mr. Paul Barrett has
opened his new office in the east wing of lower Kauke and com
counselling room in his own
pleted an informal knotty-pin- e
Quinby Avenue home.

Senate Orders
Dotted Line
For Its Editors

"WeIcomeMat" Goes Down Friday
In Dads' Honor
For Week-en- d
-

Game and Dance

Among the advantages of the new
location is a large conference room
where group meetings of students and
business representatives can be held,
This - room will also contain a dis
play of pamphlets and booklets from
various companies describing their
training programs and employee pol

x
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Help Fele Pops

y-

I

Fathers and sons, mothers and
daughters will meet together
U- 1 c
1
.
o .
oaiuruay aim ouuuay ts uic
lege of Wooster holds its 23rd
annual Dad's Day celebration.

I

Senate publications will be edited icies.
by students who sign written contracts
It is suggested that underclassmen
drawn by the college lawyer, the Senwill be able to use these facilities to
ate declared this week in a meeting
learn about conditions in the field
which attempted clarification of sevwhich they have chosen to enter. Mr,
eral points of order.

,

Constituents will be asked to voice
their opinions about the number of
social functions they expect the Sen
ate to sponsor as part of the four
dollar activity fee benefit. Dave Clyde
will act' as chairman of a committee to
determine when there is a need for
vie dances, in light of scheduled col
lege events. Dave Dowd, Charlotte
Murphy, Whit Weihe, and Helen Gur
ley are other members of this com
mittee.
Will Clarify SFRC Duties
A plank in the Senate platform calls
for revision of the portion of the
Student Senate constitution which per
Relations
tains to the Student-facultCommittee, with a clarification of the
areas of responsibility and the duties
of that body. Dave Dowd's committee
of Charlotte Murphy, ' Dave Clyde,
Dotty Daw, and Herb Benson will
make its recommendations before the
December meeting of the SFRC.
Further clarification is desired from
y

Associa
the Men's
tion about their stand on the issue
of protection of college property. Herb
Benson, president of MSGA, will re
Self-governmen-

t.

port action of his council at the next
Senate meeting.
Plan Service for Constituents
Better opportunity for constituency
awareness is to be provided by Sena
tors who post the tentative agenda,
minutes and resume of the weekly
meetings. The Senate bulletin board
in Center Kauke will be equipped, as
well as boards in dormitories and
sections.
Chuck Johnson was elected to plan
the annual Christmas tree party for
December 2.'

Joe Hruby's band is contracted to
play for the Christmas Formal, De
cember lu.
The treasurer's report revealed
balance of $225.03 left after payment
of two major bills incurred by pub
lishing of the Freshman and Student
Directories. Lithography for the Fresh
man Directory cost 750 dollars and
-- printing the Student - Directory cost
$349.43.

Bob

Schug's expenses for Home
coming fell short of his allotted
budget. The total expenditure was
$40.94.

openings. Last year's grads have re
gretted that they didn't begin job- hunting before second semester.
Perhaps" the strongest phase of the
career program for both seniors and
underclassmen will be getting per
sonal contacts. "I want to get one
idea across it isn't only what you
know, but also whom you know, that
will get you the job," said Mr. Bar

rett.
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Team-mothe-

rs

s

half-tim- e

half-tim- e

At

pjn. Friday, timbers glowing

7:15

from Babcock field will officially open
as the campus joins in a
the week-enpep rally. Guests will be able to
catch some of the real spirit of college
life as the cheering and remarks from
the team add enthusiasm to the setd

Expects Quickie Conferences

Courteiy Wootter Daily Record

conferMany
ences with personnel men, employment directors, and company officials
will be held during the year. If a man
spur-of-the-mome-

is

half-tim- e

"football-dads- '

Barrett hopes that freshmen who have
not yet decided upon their major will
stop in and chat with him. Those who
wish may take an interest to help se
lect their particular type of life work,
Not Too Early To Look
"As for seniors, we will try to
find positions for them even though
jobs are scarce," Mr. Barrett said. It
isn't too early to begin looking for

of the Oberlin- will
Wooster game, the
be introduced from the press-boEach dad will sit on the team's bench
and will wear a number on his back
corresponding to that worn by his son
on the playing field.
will sit as a block in the stands.
The Scot band will combine with
the Oberlin organization to put on
a special show. The combined group
will open, with the "Two-BitDrill."
adapted from the "Semper Fidelis" so
the
popular last year. At
bands will form a large "Hi Pop"
and play "What's the Matter With
Father," and "He's a Jolly Good Fellow." Moms will be serenaded by the
playing of "I Want a Girl." The ceremonies will close at
with the
two bands playing their respective
alma maters.
Pep Rally Opens Festivities
During

Chuck Stocker, right, will captain
the Dad's Day team when they
meet Oberlin in Severance Stadium Saturday. Ed Hughes, guard,
is a mainstay in Scot offensive
play. Both men are seniors and
r
lettermen.

nt

stopping in Wooster who can

ad-

vise acounting students, the economics
department will be contacted and a
meeting arranged that same afternoon. That will be done in every de-

partment.

Scots May Have Edge On Yeomen
In 37th Clash of Rival Teams
The Dad's Day football crowd Saturday will see the Scots
tanele with Oberlin Yeomen in a game which may break the tie
of wins and losses capping so years 01 nvairy

In some cases it will be possible to
The Scots face a team which has been
hold these meetings in the evening.
pretty much battered around all year.
Mr. Barrett's new home at 1307 QuinJust last week the Yeomen fell as
by contains a room specially designed
Muskingum's final conference victim,
for group conferences. It has walls of
knotty pine, a radio phonograph, inWooster has a more attractive win- viting chairs, and a food bar.
loss record this year than Oberlin.
But if the three common opponents,
Wesleyan, Muskingum, and Otterbein,
are considered, the two teams are
about evenly matched. Both teams
fared about the same against, Kenyon.
in
Kenyon fell to " Oberllnr ,
Mr. Karl Trump, director of the Oberlin's season opener. Allegheny
Men's Glee Club, will present a vocal grabbed a one point win,
from
recital Sunday afternoon at 4 p.m. in Oberlin and Hamilton yielded, 41-the Chapel. Accompanied by Margaret
Caught Denison's Fury
Robeson Pollock, Mr. Trump will sing
four groups of tenor solos.
Oberlin was on the receiving end of
Including four - melodies by - Franz Denison's rebound from their Wooster
Yeomen were
Schubert, Mr. Trump will also render defeat. Injury-ridde53-Red. Ohio
Big
the
by
crushed
"Lamento" or "Lament" by Henri
runners-uMuskingum
to
'Central Park at Dark", Wesleyan,
Duparc;
John Duke; and "Love in a Diction- in the Conference, literally r.an over
Oberlin
The week before their
ary" by Celius Dougherty.
Muskingum loss, Oberlin came out
short in a "basketball" game with
Otterbein,
38-7- .'

Trump Sings In
Sunday RecitaL

45-7-

21-2- 0,

7.

n

7

p

23-1-

Congressvoman Bolton Says
Federated Europe Is Possible

The problem for the future is to develop a plan which will
permit the people to have more say, declares Mrs. Frances Payne

3.

46-2- 6.

One strong point which Oberlin
can boast is their passing attack, which
has aided - them - in averaging more
than 20 points per game while win
ning only two of seven games.

Bolton.

O'Connor Is Key Man

vice workers to the U. S. not being
upheld by the Finance committee was
a case in point. "The problem of bi
partisianship deserves much thought,
too," remarked Mrs. Bolton. "Of
course, we should present a united
front to the world . . . but we must
also have healthy criticism." ,

to a.m. to 12 n.
Dignified in her forest green gown
with its beaded yoke, Mrs. Bolton revealed to her audience the charm and
alertness which has maintained her
as the representative from the largest
congressional district (7000,00 constituents) in the United States and as the
candidate receiving the largest majority in an election.
Singled out for special emphasis was
the mechanism of Congress and the
congressional commitee system itself.
The case of the Foreign Affairs committee's decision to return foreign ser

Of the various foreign affairs touch
ed upon the congresswoman asserted
that the Strasberg meetings were "the
most exciting thing that's happened in
the. western world." Comparing them
to the meetings of the delegates of the
13 colonies in our own country, Mrs
Bolton pointed out the great diffi
culties facing a European federation
language barriers, economic and re
ligious differences, as well as long en
trenched attitudes of bitterness and
hatred. But the determination to unite
is so strong that the "sentiment is that
it will happen," the speaker declared,

1,000 yards by passing. He has tossed
13 touchdown passes this season. Sub

Quarterback Ed Houser has shown
himself very capable of replacing
O'Connor as a passer and play caller,
so, that Oberlin does have reserve
strength in at least one vital department.
'

In football,
rivalries are
always full of thrills and upsets
Wooster and Oberlin have had their
long-tim- e

share in the

36 games

played since

At the present time this series
Oberlin, the Scots winning
1903.

19-1-

3.

In addition to their hopes to break
the Wooster series tie, Oberlin has
several other important incentives for
beating Wooster. In the first place
they would like to at least equal their
season record of last year
They
would like to improve upon their
conference record of last year also.
(3-5- ).

Furthermore Oberlin's coach, Lisle
Butler, will finish his twentieth season as head of Oberlin College foot
ball. There is no doubt that his men
will be out to give him victory over
their rival of long standing.
If Wooster should win, they would
move into a fifth place tie in the
conference with Denison, whose sea
son is completed.
is knotted at 17 wins each, with two

Color Specialist
From Photo Lab
Speaks To ACS
Dr. Carl E. Barnes, Associate Di
rector of the Research Laboratory of

the General Aniline and Film Cor
poration, will present a talk, "Color
Photography", Friday at
Severance Hall.

8

pan. in

After the dust and fire of athletic
combat has died away, Babcock Hall
will open its doors to a reception hon
oring all the visiting parents. The
time for this is 4:30 pan.
"Shrew" Returns by Request
Every Dad's Day has, of course,
other activities and under the general
chairmanship of Mary Anne Evans, opportunities are provided for the family
to get together and enjoy the experience of a week-enat college. Friday
and Saturday night, the Speech Department will present for the second
time this year, "The Taming of the
Shrew," the Shakespearean comedy so
d

well received at Home-cominMore energetic visitors will be able
Dr. Barnes is a graduate of Bates to enjoy a dance in the gym. The
ties.
College and Harvard University where music of Dick Bentz and his orchestra
Wooster has beaten Oberlin in the he studied Organic Chemistry, . In will provide music for dancing, startpast two seasons, after losing 23-- 0 in his present position, he has conducted ing at 8:30 p.m. The dance will bring
back memories of dad's football days
1916. Last year's game was a thriller at
research in polymer work and also since the theme of the dance is set as
acetylene chemistry as well as photo a dream sequence of former college
days. Meredith Hunter and her comgraphy and "Ozalid" research.
g.

Wooster Profs
Singled Out
To Form Policy

mittee are in charge of this part of
In his Friday talk, Dr. Barnes will
the entertainment.
illustrate and demonstrate the prin
With independent study much in
ciples of color synthesis as applied in the minds of upperclassmen and the
the modern process of color photo academic problems of freshmen in
panic, a chance for
Advice on the best use of post
Miss Aileen Dunham, professor of graphy.
Mom and Pop to meet the faculty is
history, and Mr. E. Kingman Eber- color film for better results; as well as given Saturday morning when the
hart, professor of economics, leave to a demonstration of sample color work, departments open their offices from
night to serve on committees of the will be included.
10 am. to 12 n.
Conference on Christian Faith and
Foreign Policy which is being held in
New York City and Lake Success to
morrow and Saturday.
Friday morning J. B. Orrick, Chief,
Section for
Organization, will speak to the group, af
ter which they will attend a meeting
The immortal "Messiah"
Handel's masterpiece of scripof the United Nations.
will receive its due on the evening o Decemture set to music
After lunch at Lake Success, a mem ber 11 and 12 in Memorial Chapel when selected members of
ber of the United States Delegation, the Wooster Symphony Orchestra and 130 college voices under
possibly Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, will tne airection ot ivir. Kicnara tore present tne oratorio in lull.
with the con
conduct a round-tablNot only is it uncommon for the
ferees.
entire "Messiah" to be performed, from New York to sing the bass and
r
For the evening program, the speak- but Handel's original orchestration is alto arias.
er is Mrs. Vera Dean, Research Direc- even more rarely heard. Mr. Gore
Tenor solos will be carried by the
tor of the Foreign Policy Association, plans to substitute a piano for Han- director of the men's glee club, Mr.
A discussion will follow her speech on del's harpsichord, but otherwise he Karl Trump.
Miss Eve Richmond,
foreign relations, with emphasis on will use the organ score and the same who directs' the girls' chorus, and Mrs.
number of strings, oboes, trumpets, Catherine Haun Stapler, 46 are
the Point Four Program.
"Situation in Asia" is the subject of and drums that Handel employed at scheduled to share soprano parts.
The overture will begin promptly
the talk to be given by Ambassador performances in Dublin and London
7 pan. each evening so that the
at
John L. Stuart of China Saturday two centuries ago.
program, including two 15 minute
morning. Clark Eichelberger, director,
The difficult high trumpet parts intermissions, may conclude at 10:30
American Association for the United of the original orchestration will be pju. The performances are to beneNations, will also speak to the group played by Miss Mary Kelly, teacher of fit the Chapel organ fund. Accordinge
College. ly, cards of admission are available at
at this time. His topic is "Program trumpet at
and Strategy of the Division of SEA Other guest artists will be Wooster the music department in return for
and the Board of Christian Educa alumni Howard Shaw, '40, and Mar contributions to this fund of one dot
tion."
tha Milburn, '42, who are coming lar or more per person.
mid-ter-

m

-

Non-Governmen-

Brought to the campus by the WSGA, Mrs. Bolton, the first
Quarterback Kevin O'Connor,
congresswoman elected from Ohio, talked on "Foreign Affairs' junior,' has been an
important man
to a crowded Chapel Tuesday night. In an informal, chatty man in personally accounting for some

ner tne tiouse representative presented apicture of the House Foreign
Affairs committee and the problems
it faced showing at the same time the
and problems facing
responsibilities
the citizens of the United States.
Not Too Early To Look
At 7:15 p.m. Friday, timbers glowing
academic problems of freshmen in

two-yea-

by John Bergen

ting.

Urclieslra and Choir Present
'Messiah' In Original ilrrangcmcnl

tal

e

..

Baldwin-Wallac-
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FORCES FROM WITHOUT and within
are threatening its existence.
A proposal to let revert to the faculty six rules
of the MSGA pertaining to the protection of
college property is nqw before the
associations. Men students decide tonight
which powers they will retain, which they will
.i
.
r
i
i.
lacuuy.
turn ioacK.i -10 ine
in question
iror ruies
see page 39 of the Scot's KeyTsections fourrfive,
six, ten, eleven, and twelve.)
The faculty, disturbed by the appearance of
weak, places in the present set-uassert as their
reasons for this Fascist proposal (1) the simplification of enforcement of rules and (2) the
guarantee of replacement of property.
now, the sections report
In
their own violations to the council and are fined
according to the rules. The faculty would make
sleuths of janitors and cleaning women to discover damage done to college property and the
leveling of fines would be strictly up to the
faculty committee. The Dean of the College assured the Student-Facult- y
Committee that bills
would cover the amount of damage twice over.
The philosophy of the committee is interest in
getting paid promptly the amount of money
due, plus a surplus tor redecorating. Regulations
would cover damages, would not attempt to
govern conduct.
The president of the college remarked that
the faculty sincerely felt that the MSGA would
welcome the relief from responsibility the plan
would bring. Whether or not Kenarden men
and underclassmen feel that this action means
taking one lung out of the MSGA depends upon
how much that lung means to them; how much
they value the opportunity to govern themselves.
MSGA president Herb Benson says in the
Key, "Viginance is the price . . . original freedom is worth something only in so far as we are
willing to serve for its betterment by using it,
working for it, protecting it, and abiding by it."
If the MSGA council votes tonight to accept
the faculty plan, in part or in toto, they will
defend their decision by saying that they are
keeping such responsibility as they can handle
And they will get the amount of responsibility
and freedom they order.
But they won't be paying in vigilance.
self-governm-

self-governme-

r

"

by Jean

ent

nt

'
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Jenny Discusses
World Economy

p,

Snyder '

TWO SIDES ARE BETTER THAN ONE

Cooks' Cook Cooks Up New Ideas
Making Meat Attractive, Tasty

-

"The aim of the individual is . to
maximize his wealth; the aim of society is to maximize and to increase
social wealth to find a better way of
satisfying individual wants," Mr. Hans
Jenny of the economics department
told the Wooster Student Vorld

"

'

by Wally Wills

Since there are two rather sharply divided schools of thought
about the food system (one is held by the dieticians and company
and the other by many of those fortunates or unfortunates who
group Monday night in lower eat there)7 it is this person's solemn or not so solemn duty-t- o
Kauke.
present both sides of whatever stories may come out of that good
"It ceases on a national basis to be food service or poor food service.
Fed-erali-

st

,

merely a technical matter and becomes

1

.

nt,

p

'

.

-

tinental Congress set apart one or more Thanksgiving Days. In 1789 and in 1795 Washington
followed its example; and in 1814 President
Madison appointed a similar day. By 1858, 25
states were observing it annually. In November
1864, Loncoln set apart the fourth Thursday in
November for national prayer and Thanksgiving. All presidents since then have followed his
example,
It is therefore distinctly a national day. It is
as citizens of a great country that we should turn
our thoughts at least for an hour from turkey
and touchdowns to consider gratefully our inheritance. We have a land of unlimited resources
in coal, iron, oil, forests, and rich acreage. For
i
i
!.l our neign-bo-i r
ucicusc purposes we nave, aiung wnn
Canada, the greatest "defense in depth"
what the military people call "heartland" of
any nation on earth excepting China and Russia.
We have not only a very old democracy but the
only one which has ever endured between 30
ana
degrees norm laiuuae. wnen you go
east or west you only change your watch. When
you go south or north you change climate,
clothing, mores and politics. Cemented by
blood that union of north and south thank
God endures.
In 1750, if you were to divide the country
into 25 equal parts, the French would have
claimed 20, the Spanish four and the English
but one. Yet by the mercy of God we were heirs
of the great Anglo-Saxonof Chaucer and
Shakespeare and Milton of Hampden and
Cromwell of Tyndale and Wycliffe and. the
King James Bible! We may sneer at the Puritans
who were grim enough to take their pleasures
seriously and their sorrows with pleasure. One
recalls the bon mot of Choate, "The Puritan
Fathers suffered the hardships of the wilderness;
the Puritan mothers suffered these hardships
and also endured the Pilgrim Fathers.
All the same these pioneers together with
the thrifty Dutch, the Huguethe Scotch-Irish- ,
Germans,
nots from France, the liberty-lovinthe best pioneering spirits from other lands have
given this country its moral backbone, its amazing productivity, its fine balance of unity and
democracy, of liberty and law.
We tend to grow smug, to talk boastfully of
the "American Way of Life." Let us then rather
humbly confess our racial bigotries, our industrial selfishness, our passion for gadgets rather
than gracious living, our television with cheap
pictures, our unspeakable movies, our hysterical
,
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And that wonderful feelingof being able to repearthe "Three Billy
Goats Gruff" with whoever was telling it to you . . . and of being able to
so handy for entering and leaving turreted
have hair like Rapunzel's
castles
and wearing your slippers through with the "Twelve Dancing
Princesses" night after night when no one was able to figure how you did it
once said "There is no Frigate like a book to take us far
. . . somebody
it makes the going forward just
away" . . . take an hour out and go back

...

...

...

JOHN DEMETER

.

Editor
.

Business Manager

...

that much easier and that much more important
In the other morning's P. Dr from Cleveland
interviewing one Louis y Dearborn . . . "Well,
a nickname?
spokesman said . . . what is it?
is
.
or
to the other
it
three-fourth- s

...

;

,

y

...

four-fifths-

.

?

.

.

a congressman was
." the congressional

and what happened
or what?
.

...

ORCHIDS AND ONIQNS DEPT.: Orchids to Al the bus driver for
having the good sense to take in "Everybody's Doing It" last Monday night
. . . Orchids to all the crutches plowing their way across the blasted heath
. . . too bad, fellows . . . it's tough to take a beating and it takes intestinal
fortitude to play those section games

...

...

...

e

1 1
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A MUST

For half past
Seven.
Wake

mid-semest-

Eleven

....

I

Hanna's Turkey
Is All Dressing

It

William Annat

7!4e

ARGYLE TIE KITS
Fleisher's Argyle tie kits
in nine color combina.
tions. Wonderized yarn
and knitting instructions
in each kit
U0

SNYDER'S
CAMERA SHOP
OFFERS YOU THE FINEST
IN CHRISTMAS GREETING
CARDS

,

.

ELITE FLOWERS
Visit Our Shop
320 W. Liberty
Phone 282

See Our College
Representative
Dave MacMillin
Phone 427

'

SOCK KITS

1.85
Argyle sock kits contain
ami shrunk
Fleisher's
yarn and directions.
Choice of nine argyle
color combinations.
--

Diamond pattern or small
shell pattern sock kits in
eight color combinations.
,

NYLON YARN

Sweetheart
Sympathy
"jlr Religious

1

PHOTOGRAPH CHRISTMAS

Soft, washable nylon
yarn by Fleisher's
an
array of colors. For

...

socks,-sweater-

gloves

...

60c skein

CARDS MADE FROM
YOUR FAVORITE NEGATIVE

SIIYDER'S

Gc

"KNIT FOR CHRISTMAS"

'

us!

Relatives

NOVEMBER 19

er

not necessarily advocated that such a system be
adopted in Wooster; however, it is interesting to observe
how another college has strayed off the beaten path to
by Bob Schug
education and, like Wooster, is experimenting with someThanksgiving came to Cleveland a thing new. The student under the intensive Hiram svs- week and four days early this year . . . tem is freed from the distracting
demands of many
a large turkey was served on the stage courses and many instructors.
The language courses in
of the Hanna Theatre last Monday particular seem to indicate greater
student absorption
night.
than that gained by one hour of recitation several times
T is for the trip we took to Cleveland a week over a longer period of time.
H is for the Hanna Theatre
It abolishes the educational horror of examination
A is for the ample room for practice
weeks, consisting of four or five finals for each
student.
N is for the negligence of crew
Another advantage is that closely related subjects such
K is for the incomparable Kit Cornell as
mathematics and chemistry may be taken in successive
S is for the support she did not have
terms. In addition, if the student should be called from
G is for the gorgeous gowns and setthe cafnpus during the school year, he would leave only
tings
one subject uncompleted. Result: there is more than
I is for the insipid twists of plot
one way to skin a college diploma from a sheep.
V is for the victory we expected
Don Strouse
I is for the impression that we got
N is for the nature of the ending
G is for the great, great need of
mending.
Baste them all together they spell
turkey a - word - that ; means a flop
is

OR

THIS WEEK

CT

INTENSIVE SYSTEM ABOLISHES HORROR
With the memory of the struggle to prepare for
exams and trying to do justice to all of them
still fresh in our minds, let's take a look at the way
Hiram solves the problem. At Mr. Stilling's and Mr.
Bower's alma mater, the student takes only one subject
at a time on which he concentrates exclusively for a
period of seven weeks during a six hour course, or three
and a half weeks for a course of three hours.

. . .

At eight
And rise at

.

DAD'S DAY

nt

Sincerely,
Bill Johnston, Carl Love, Dick Miller

I Hate . . . !

SELECT NOW FROM OUR
LARGB VARIETY:
fa Money holding wallet type
"fa Humorous
Neighbors

nuns
for

A group of Sophomore women: Ann Chidester, Marguerite Anderson, Anna Belle Zmeck, Phyllis Morse,
Diana Jordan, Ruth De Salvio, Marion Conner.

d

-

Orchids to the band and particularly to the drum corps . . . they're going
ahead with the Semper Fidelis routine for this Saturday and that one depends
solely on the drums . . . what two of you did last week, three of you will do
and thirty.
even better this . . . seventy-thre-

well-balance- d

The clock

Onions for all those planning to serve liver on Thanksgiving . . . it's
a little early for gifties, but . . . Onions too, to all this chit and chat without
if you really feel strongly about something, why not say a to
any action
word to the right people or write a word to the right paper
we didn't
receive any letters last week re any subject and a pound of onions to all
those who didn't write when they felt- that something should be done . . .

WOOSTER VOICE

SYLVIA WILLIAMS

...

Supposedly, the money that is paid toward our board
sufficient to warrant substantial and nourishing meals.
We realize that it is difficult for the dieticians to plan
meals to suit not only the budget but also the studenti;
both groups cannot be satisfied all the time. We do not
think, however, that it is asking too much when we request a
diet that looks appetizing and contains a little variety. We suggest that those planning the
meals consult past, present, and future menus and see
that something is done about it.
is

Set

h

Or can you forget tumbling down the bunny hole, feet over head, and
almost falling on the poor white rabbit who was so afraid he'd be late? . . .
or of having the alarm clock tick on the dresser after the lights were out
and being absolutely sure that the Crocodile was after you . . . and no Peter
Pan around to rescue you? . . .

1

Crake Hall, phone 898-R- .
A member of the Associated Collegiate
Prea and the Ohio College Newtpaper Aaaociation and printed by the
Collier Printing Co. Represented for national advertising by National
Advertising Service, Inc., 420 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Entered a second class nutter at the post office of Wooster, Ohio,
under Act of August 24. 1912.
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by Ed Avison

and
Can anyone ever forget his first introduction to
braces?
or the morning that Tigger
Christopher Robin's
or Rabbit and all his friends and
came to the forest to have breakfast?
relations of which Small was the smallest?

...

something lacking in the food when those
partaking of the meal leave the table hungry. It is
detrimental to bodily functions and mental attitude.
The extreme lack of protein causes excessive fatigue and
inability to study effectively.

1

...

Winnie-the-Poo-

There

self-governme-

...

e

We first register a complaint about the unbalanced
diet. The most outstanding examples of this were the
lunches consisting of noodles and bread. It is necessary
wnen running on a tourteen or ntteen nour scnedule to
have a subsistence diet. Would it be trite to say that
"Man cannot live by bread alone."?

distinctly" in large chunks. They
The MSGA Council supposedly has control of this
already stand out quite distinctly
matter. Every time it has come up, including this fall,
since there isn't much to cover them
they have opposed guest night. We feel this is also the
(except for an occasional potato).
opinion of the majority of the men.
College students are warned against
For some reason this decision has never taken effect.
many new tested recipes on the wayl!
It is rumored a corn and hamburg
It would appear that while the MSGA has cooperated
concoction may be presented soon and with the administration on various matters, such cooperation is not reciprocal. If we are to have
the unwary may be surprised.
on this campus the independent decisions within
One bright side to the picture: a
the jurisdiction of a body must be respected. Such remeat specialist from a meat association spect for MSGA decisions has not been
evident and as
'
i
wouldn't show anyone how to cook 9 VfQ f thto rwrriinlm tin
meat loaf without any ....
We wonder about the apparent hypocritical attitude
of the administration.

Oh, How

is

ever-so-blu-

BREAD AND NOODLES AND BREAD ALONE
In the last issue of the "Voice," much was said in
this column about the food situation in the men's dormitories.
Many terse comments have been made within
the walls of the women's dormitories, but nothing has
been done to remedy the situation.

MSGA COOPERATION NOT RECIPROCATED
The Food Service has required the male students to
floors.
wear coats and ties to dinner in Kenarden Thursday
Miss Holland had a word or two night. Thursday night has been arbitrarily designated as
for stews, but it wasn't new to the "guest night", a misnomer, for there is a marked scarcity
cooks. Vegetables should , "stand out of visitors to the dining room at this time.
parsley-littere-

an annual
the week of the Children's Book Fair
research
lofty
our
from
removed
celebration and one which seems at times far
have
will
Week,
the Fair
post . . . held in combination with Children's Book
offeron exhibition all the old favorites in new dust jackets plus all the new
ings of the current publishing season . . . most appropriate what with the
Yule approaching and whathaveyou

well as gratitude, our great inheritance. "Lord
God of Hosts be with us yet, lest we forget!"
Charles F. Wishart

Th WOOSTER VOICE, official itudent publication of the College
ei Wooder. It publiabed at WooMer, Wiio. weekly during the achool
year except holiday, examination . in d vacation period. Subscription
price if $2.00 per year. Editorial office are located in Room IT,

fyuAAf

Last Tuesday the cooks in the dining halls were shown by Miss Dorothy Holland, a food specialist, how
lo prepare more and different cuts of
meat. Many of those eating at Kenarden and elsewhere felt it was a
very timely sort of talk. Of the 125
different cuts of meat Miss Holland
said .could be served, she showed the
cooks and dieticians how to serve five
some of which may possibly be seen
on future menus.)
Would Have Parsley
Miss Holland said cooks ought to
have lots of parsley adorning their
meat. Brings memories of the revolt
in a Chicago restaurant a short time
agol Seems the students there tried
to start a movement to throw unnecessary trimmings like parsley over
their left shoulders so that the cooks
wouldn't use it again. It wasn't too
successful, especially when the waiters
couldn't crawl over the

by M. A. Early
Twould seem this

OlLsrs Say .11 - - -

.

When interviewed, s m i i n g Mrs.
a political one," he continued; "the
fundamental problem at the base of Maxine Haynes (the friendly dietiall economic systems is, 'Through cian who stands always ready to liswhat political measures can we in- ten to any suggestions those eating
crease society's wealth?' "
in Kenarden might have), was
Speaking on the general theme of painting little paper cocktail cups for
economic aspects of world governthe Thanksgiving Dinner next Tuesment, Mr. Jenny stressed that a know- day. "Certainly, I'll tell you everyledge of the fundamental concepts of thing I can," she said pleasantly. "You
economics is essential in order to know, the cooks work so hard for you,
grasp the problem, and proceeded to it's nice to give them a write-uonce
explain key terms to his audience. He in awhile."
pointed out that Eastern and Western
It was Miss Esther Graber, Mrs.
definitions of wealth are not identical,
although both generally accept the Haynes said, who brought in Miss Dorview that wealth is the amount of othy Holland, field home economist of
economic goods controlled and its or- the National Live Stock and Meat
Board, to show the cooks how to imigin is basically labor.
their meat dishes.1
prove
Poinf to One Goal
Miss Holland said there are over
"At present all economies, while
interrelated, are geared to the increase 125 different cuts of meat you can
of national wealth," the econ prof put on a dining room table and she
stated. "No one speaks of world cooked, garnished, and served five of
wealth." He believes that world gov- them. Besides giving the cooks many
ernment would probably be based on hints on food preparation, she gave
the premise that each nation should them many entirely new recipes for
retain its own social, legal, and econ- unique ways of serving meat.
Attractiveness Is Important
omic forms. The current national
Miss Holland exAttractiveness,
problems of unemployment, currency,
is
as important as the cookdebts, etc., would be essentially the plained,
same,
elevated to an international ing of the meat. A little garnishif provisions were made for a stronger ment, such as parsley shows the inscale. However a world government, terest of the cooks in those for whom
enforcement of agreements, might they cook. "It is true that 'people eat
be able to solve more rapidly the with their eyes.' " As for stews, she adeconomic problems before us, con- vised, "Don't cut up your vegetables
for your stew into fine pieces. Have
cluded the speaker.
George Peckham introduced
Mr. the vegetables stand out distinctly."
IN THE YEAR 1621, the Pilgram Fathers set Jenny, the first in a series of experts The food specialist later inspected
anart a Hav for TfianVoivinor nftpr the Grct- hor. speaking on the various aspects of the kitchens and showed a film on
vest. By 1680 the Day had become an annual world federalism.
food preparation.
observance. During the Revolution the Conself-governme-
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with Chuck Williams
Five or six weeks ago General Eisenhower, now President of Columbia
University made a statement to the effect that college students should live
dangerously. This may seem rather startling to some people, coming from a
man who has seen war and its grave effects.
,
It seems that he wants our teenagers and college students to go out and
confront themselves with situations that might make some people gasp because of risk and roughness. He feels that in this way they would condition
themselves to the "outside" world.
I imagine he had a purpose for saying such a thing. He may feel, like
others, that we're getting too soft and wont be able to realize REAL dangers
when we are confronted with them. Some people on this campus have fallen
into this state of mind already. What they say is a real danger is none other
than the intramural programs. Why? Because it's too rough.
True, this year there seems to be a bigger increase in the crutch brigade
than in seasons past. For this reason people are beginning to howl that it Is
too rough and should therefore be dropped from college program. If these
people would only stop and think they would realize that in their everyday
activities there is more risk than the fellows on the football field are taking.
If they would like to cut down on accidents and such maybe they would like
to keep people from driving cars, going swimming, or even walking along
the street because of the risks involved there. But getting off the national
scale and coming into our own backyard, it would be disastrous to cancel
such a program here on the campus.
In the first place it affords an outlet for the fellows. To quote an oft
quoted phrase "All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy." It helps out
a great deal to blow off steam either verbally or physically. Fellows who have
played ball in high school and are too small or haven't the time and the guys
who are just out for the thrill and fun release pent up energy in this way.
Secondly, it gives them a chance to condition their bodies to the rigors
of contact and outdoor work which is both healthful and invigorating.
Lastly, when two teams play against each other things are bound to be
rough. When someone hits harder than you had hit them youll get in there
and try and outsmart him the next time. This makes for keen competition
which in America seems to be the
I have never seen two fellows
walk off an Intramural field or court hating each other because of something
the other had done. This shows the terrific sportsmanship and if you think
you can break this prevailing spirit you've got another think coming.
Just think what this school might be like if the fellows were allowed to
all deteriorate into book worms for the lack of athletics and they had no
concept of sports whatsoever. It would be like going to an
school.
Why, just the other day a fellow was heard to say when his team was starting to lose "OH DEAR" in that feminine fashion. That's bad and when it
gets down to that sort of stuff it's time to realize something might be wrong.
Most of the causes for these accidents are that the fellows aren't in shape,
or have never played, therefore know little or nothing of blocking or protecting themselves against a block, and lastly the officiating. This last category has left a lot to be desired but when most of the Phy. Ed. majors who
generally ref other games are tied up with the varsity there are few men capaA lively bunch of Battling Bishops from Ohio Wesleyan
ble of officiating a good game.
limped home last Thursday after the Wooster Scot Cross Country
Even with these
the intramural program has been one of
squad nipped the favored team, 27 to 28.
the most successful in years. It may seem that there are more casualties this
The Scots placed second, third, fifth,
year. In reality, I believe there aren't. So let the fellows have their fun, and
This was the final dual meet of the
eighth and ninth to eke out the first
season for the Wooster thin dads.
push each other around and continue to break themselves up. They get
win of the season. The Scots preover it because good old mother nature takes care of them and if they don't
They finished the season with the
viously dropped a similar decision to
mind it, why should youll!
single win over Ohio Wesleyan and
at Bera.
losses to Oberlin, Case, and Baldwin-WallacOhio Wesleyan's George Blakeslee
led the harriers to the finish line in
This afternoon the harriers are at
back of Severance Gymnasium in 22 Delaware for the Ohio Conference
minutes and one second. Stan Siders, Cross Country Meet. Oberlin, Ohio
Wooster's
was second right Wesleyan, Otterbein, Mt.
Union, and
on
heels
the
of
Blakeslee.
Intramural football continues 'to run about the same this
Capital are expected to enter the
week, with VII firmly lodged in the leader's position in the
n
John Monroe was third and second contest.
League, and the Phi Delts and VIII still leading the way in Wooster man. Jack Lang was fifth; In a meet between the Wooster
the Trolley circuit. The big game remaining between the two Don Van Cleef, eighth, and David varsity and the Wooster ineligibles
leaders in the junior loop will be played next Monday evening James, ninth for the Scot harriers.
(freshmen and transfer students), the
For the traveling squad
r varsity
mm is ucsuiicu iu uciciiiime me outcome or. tms league.
managed to collect on the
wiiciisc anu ucichsc recoras oi me
was fourth; Darkey, sixth; lack of depth of the ineligibles for a
sections tend to string along pretty far out in front with 39 TD heaves. Webber, seventh; and Dietterich, tenth.
victory.
well with the standings at this point. Da vies has caught 10 of these. Don
VII, with 163 points scored thus far, Sillars of the Kappa Phis holds the
and V, with 128, are followed by III mark of 21, with Paul Miller receiv15 of them to give him the lead
CCCv'k
with 100 even, to hold the
posi- ing
J wt
WjW
,
tions in standings. In the Trolley in that department. Layport of the
league, things are not running quite Phi Delts is next in line, throwing 11
so smoothly. In total points, VIII to Chuck Leety and then 1 other for
11
r
j
leads with 235, followed by the Phi a total of 12. Anderson and Tuttle of
Delts with 215. Then comes Douglass Douglass I have teamed together on
I with 143. In standings, however, the 9 TD's, with Anderson finding two
Phi Delts lead, followed by VIII and other open receivers.
1
0
the Kappa Phis, who show only 128 VII
Phi Delts
s
V
points to their credit.
2
VIII
2
4
Tom Fletcher of III continues to VI
4
Kappa Phi
lead the pass hurlers in the Kenar-de- III
5
3
5
Douglass
5
gang with 15 TD throws, 9 of II
Douglass 1
5
these going to Reed Barnard, who I
7
IX
7
also holds the lead in his department. IV
8
10
Douglass 2
Stan Wilson of VII has thrown 14 and
run 3 to give him the virtual scoring
edge. Doug Boswick of VI has tossed
NEW, "BOLD" LOOK
10 scoring passes, 7 of these to Fid
Crowe. Jim Minium of IV found receivers in the end zone 9 times and
ran one across. V section boasts Her-biBlack utdGtUhm,
I
iBenson in the heaving department
with 8 and 2 runs, and Ed Amos in
the receiving line with 6 and 11 run.
Woody Achauer is the II star with 6
catches to his credit.
Over in the junior loop, individual
statistics still find Rusty Roush of VIII
,

by-wor- d.

all-girl- 's
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Harriers Win Final Dual Run;
Conference Meet At OWU Today

draw-back-

s,

Baldwin-Wallac-

e

e.

Phi Dells, Seventh Lodged Firmly
As Leaders In Intramural Loops

Firsl EM Sccrinrj Ferdo VAz
Uoosior Gnlbsl Uillonbrg
27-2-1

Driving hard for the first 20 minutes, the Wooster Scots compiled enough points to down a fighting team from Wittenberg
!
C
r'nVarra 97.91 lief
flo
C.1J
Q-itur-

rli,,

The Scots, still smarting from the brought them into Tiger territory.
inflicted by Heidelberg, drove Kennedy went on a jaunt to the Tiger
to four touchdowns before the Tigers 16 where a five yard penalty set the
thought to employ a seven-ma- n
line ball back to the 21. It was Shaw's turn
Wooster
to stop the
ians.
to pass to Daw who reached the three
Kennedy, Shaw Continue Hot Pace
yard line. Kennedy's power and a
Jim Kennedy was once again in missed placement raised the score to
form and he piled forward for two 200.
of the Wooster touchdowns. After
Scots 20, Tigers 0
aches

being slowed by leg injuries, Kennedy
raced for a total of 129 yards during
the game and raised his total number
of yards gained to rank with leaders
in that field in the state. A vast majority of Kennedy's yardage is gained
the hard way through the center of
the line.
Earl Shaw added his arm to the
offense of the Scots. Passing with accuracy, Shaw found two men in the
end zone and tossed them the ball to
account for the remaining touchdowns. Captain Bob Twitchell and
Roy Ober took the passes from Shaw
to score. Twitchell also booted three
points after touchdowns to complete
the Wooster scoring.
Scots Take Early Lead
Wittenberg was forced to stave off
a Wooster attack early in the game.
The Scots received the kickoff on their
own 30 and marched to the Tiger
seven before they were stopped. Wittenberg took possession and punted to
the Tiger 23 yard line.
Bob Shafer carried to the 11 and
two plays later Shaw sent a bullet pass
into the arms of Bob Twitchell on the
three. Twitchell stepped across die
goal to score and then he quickly
added the extra point.
Jesse Malinowski intercepted a pass
on the Tiger 38 to set up the next
Wooster score. John Allen snagged one
of Shaw's passes for a
gain.
Kennedy then ducked his head and
went charging into the center of the
Tiger forward wall. Jim wouldn't be
stopped before he hit paydirt.
As the quarter opened the Tigers
tried three unsuccessful passes, then
punted to the Wooster 35. A 25 yard
pass from Malinowski to Price Daw
ten-yar-d

Unnecessary roughness forced Wittenberg back to their 11 yard line
after the kickoff. Discouraged with the
unsuccessful passing efforts, the Tigers
tnea a series of power plays. Wooster's line closed in on every type of
play and forced their opponents to
purit. The ball refused to roam very
far and it was contented to rest on
the Tiger 36. Ober wasted no time in
gathering in a Shaw aerial in the end
zone. The kick was good and the
scoreboard read 27-- in favor of the
0

Scots.

At this point in the game Wooster's
offense dropped completely while the
Wittenberg offensive machine started
rolling. Bob Holland, Keith Miller,

and George Winkhouse combined
their efforts to get inside the Wooster
25 yard line. Pass interference on
Wooster set the ball on the Scot one
yard line. A spot pass from Miller to
Frank Parker and Ed Finical's extra
point gave the Tigers seven points.
Both teams battled back and forth
with either going any distance. Then
Bob B rammer got behind the Wooster
defense and received a long pass from
Dave McEvers on the Scot 35. He ran
the remaining distance to the goal;
the play covered a total of 75 yards.
The extra point was added as the half
ended.
'
Scots 27, Tigers 14
Early in the fourth quarter, Bram-me- r
threw a 38 yard pass to
e
in the end zone for their final
tally. Wooster took the kickoff and
used most of the time by staying with
ground plays. The victory was Wooster's fifth over the Tigers since 1935.
The Scots have lost only one contest
to the Tigers.
Wink-hous-

pace-sette- r,

Ken-arde-
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Another of Wooster's long time
vals, Mt. Union, will be host to the
Scots for a Thanksgiving Day game.
Mt. Union has been able to beat
Wooster only 11 times, while Woos- ter has knocked them off 22 times.
Four games ended in a draw.
The Purple Raiders have won
only two games this season, one
a
victory over Akron. Mt.
Union has lost most of their
games in fairly tough competition.
Mount barely lost to Kent State
and Baldwin Wallace. They were
decisively beaten by Muskingum.
Mt. Union will rest this Saturday
while Wooster and Oberlin clash.

Jtf

Gaebler's Black & Cold Inn at'
Columbia is the favorite
haunt of University of
Missouri students. That's because Gaebler's is a friendly
place, always full of the busy
atmosphere of college life.
There is always plenty o! ice
cold Coca-Coltoo. For here,
as in college gathering spots
off-camp-

The newest sen
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Made of finest

quality Juilliard
reatberoy. Soft;

easy to tie. All
colors.

$50

everywhere
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Duet with Bone Rattling
A "duet" rendition of "Baby, It's
Cold Outside" by Bill Mithoefer and
his falsetto voice and bone rattling
by Dale Landis are among the acts
in the minstrel show.

Cleveland Hears
Lowry and Gore
Speak On Goethe
Dr. Howard F. Lowry and Professor
Richard T. Gore will speak in Cleveland on December 5 as part of a cele
of
bration honoring the
Goethe's birth. They will appear before the Women's Committee of the

that evening at the home of

Judge and Mrs. Carl Weygandt in
Lakewood. The Women's Committee
sponsors lectures as introductions to
later programs four times a year.

r

Cleveland Orchestra in an afternoon
lecture planned as a prelude to con
certs by the orchestra on Thursday,
December 15 and Saturday, December

f

4-ENG-

if

. .$13"

MILWAUKEE

V

1

DETROIT

?

....

M

IsPA

As a prologue to the concerts, Dr.

will lecture to the Women's
Committee on the life of Goethe and
Goethe's Faust legend. Mr. Gore will

discuss the actual form and composition of the two works to be played by

Remember the Folks at Home
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At Thanksgiving Time

Hazinow, Ninth.
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Sensational
"PCapital's
Travel Bargain

jzn
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bi-centenn-

the orchestra. He will illustrate his
lecture by playing the piano and
phonograph records.
Dave Lose, minstrel show director,
Dr. Lowry and Professor Gore will
was in charge of the
speak to the Women's Committee in
homecoming decorations for the fresh- the Chamber Music Room of Severman dormitory.
ance Hall. They will be the dinner
cup-winnin-

WatersChuckPopeEighthrNoel
guests

...

m

Using the theme of "Douglas Jamboree," frosh men will put Additions to the list of section
out the welcome mat for the entire campus tomorrow at 8:30 p.m. pledges are announced by Dean Jud-soRosebush.
when they present the : Douglass Carnival. Eight booths and
minstrel show will occupy Lower Douglass to help
an hour-lon- g
Marty. Polen pledges First; Tom
raise money tor the Douglass Council
Perry, Dorsey Lambert, Seventh; Gale
and about 50 people in the show,"
commented Dave Lose, director. He
picked Bob Atwell as interlocutor,
and Dave Auspurger, Keith Beach-ler- ,
Tim Bercovitz, Bill Cunningham,
Carl Fleming, Rudy Joseph, Dale
Landis, and Keith Stevens as end men.
Complete with Chorus
,
Don Bender directs the chorus, and
D. D. Mellon, the orchestra.
Sandy Wishart is in charge of the
booths. "Well have typical carnival
booths," he explained, citing such examples as ring tossing, throwing footballs into a bushel basket, and setting
up bottles with fishing poles.
Chorus members are Mark Allen,
Warren Bovelkirk, Bill Buchanan,
Jack Clark, Joe Connolly, Rowland
Guilford, Bob Kurth, Al McDowell,
Tom Owen, Bob Perkins, Dave Pierce,
Ron Price, Ray Sorensen, Dick Stults,
and Dave Woodward.

Thursday, November 17, 1949
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in years. Ask to see our many
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I1USK0FF DRUGS
WOOSTER, OHIO

THE GIFT CORNER
Gifts of Distinction at Prices of Moderation
Southwest Corner Public Square
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TURKEY
CENTER
BRICK ICE CREAM
only 55c qt.

IDEAL DAIRY
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VALDURA CORSET SHOP
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of Grove, Oklahoma, Norman
Hays graduated from Grove High School
in 1935. The following year he entered
Oklahoma A&M, where he majored in
engineering; also took public speaking. -

Active in national 4H Club work while in
college, he helped organize its statewide
activities, won a national 4H championship in Public Speaking. In 1940 he re- -,
ccivc--i Ms
xL
3 degree in engineering.:

A month later he began navigator training as an Aviation Cadet. In 1941, he
received his navigator's wings and a
commission as Second Lieutenant . . .
married his college sweetheart.

Sent to an RAP .Navigation School in
Canada, he graduated with the highest
possible rating of Specialist.
Norman
served overseas for 18 months in the
Aleutians, Italy and Saipan.

Accepting a regular commission after
the war, he was assigned to development
of navigation instruments; navigated the'
9
"Pacusan Dreamboat" on its famed
Hawaii-Cair- o
p
flight in 1946.

Typical of college graduates who have
found their place in the U. S. Air Force,
Major Hays is Chief, Navigation Section,
at Headquarters in Washington . . . with
a secure career
a promising future.

A native

Select your Christmas gifts from
our large selections

--

WATCHES, DIAMONDS, CHINA,
CRYSTAL, CLOCKS, JEWELRY
Pleasantly modest prices.
We will be glad to pack and mail your gifts
for you at no extra charge, except
postage and insurance.
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yoii are single, between the ages of SO
and
with at least two years of college,
consider a flying career as an officer in the
U. S. Air Force. You may be able to meet
the high physical and moral requirements
and be selected Jor training. If you do not
complete Aviation Cadet training, you may
return to civilian life or have opportunity to
train for an important officer assignment in
non-flyi-

26,

ng

fields.

...

Air Force officer procurement teams are

visiting many colleges and universities to
explain about these career opportunities.
Watch for their arrival or get full details
at your nearest Air Force Base, local recruiting station, or by writing to the Chief
of Staff, U. S. Air Force, Attention: Aviation Cadet Branch, Washington t5, D. C.

U. S.

j

AIR FORCE

ONLY THE BEST CAN BE AVIATION CADETS!

.

